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Momentum Health Medical Scheme – 2022 Benefit Highlights

New and Enhanced benefits 

Notable benefit enhancements applicable across the 
Momentum range, with the exception of the Ingwe and 
Evolve Options, which will be summarised separately.

Major Benefits:

9 Certain in-hospital sub-limits have been increased
in line with inflation.

9 Co-payments will not be increased for specialised
procedures/treatments, in fact some will be lower if
done in a day hospital.

9 Day clinic hospital co-payments have been
reduced.

9 The specialised dentistry benefit for the extraction
of impacted wisdom teeth has been enhanced,
with the co-payment being reduced, if the
procedure is performed in the doctor’s rooms or a
day hospital.

Health Platform Benefits: Additional antenatal
pathology tests have been added.

Chronic Benefits: The annual benefit applicable to
the additional chronic disease list has increased to R11 
100 per family on the Incentive (6 additional conditions) 
and Extender (36 additional conditions) Options.  
Whereas, the limit on the Summit Option (36 additional 
conditions) has increased to R28 000 per beneficiary, 
with this limit being combined with the overall day-to-
day benefit limit.

Day-to-Day Benefits:

9 Specific annual benefit limits have been increased 
in line with inflation.

9 The Annual Threshold levels on Extender have 
been increased, please click here to access the 
contribution tables for the details.

9 The Summit Options overall annual day-to-
day limit has been increased to R28 000 per 
beneficiary.

https://www.sasfin.com/media/uvrlbuqp/434_medical-rate-card-momentum.pdf


   Evolve Option 

Major Medical Benefits:

 9 Certain sub-limits for in-hospital benefits have increased in line with inflation.

 9 Co-payments for hospital authorisation and specialised procedures/treatment have not been increased.

Day-to-Day Benefits: Two virtual consultations through Hello Doctor or contracted Evolve Network GP’s have been added, 
which includes scripting of medication (subject to available HealthSaver funds).

Health Platform Benefits: Additional antenatal pathology tests have been added.

 

   Ingwe Option 

Major Medical Benefits: Certain sub-limits for in-hospital benefits will increase in line with inflation.

Health Platform Benefits: The maternity programme has been enhanced to provide:

 9 Gynae antenatal visits have been increased to 7
 9 Additional antenatal pathology tests have been added
 9 A paediatrician visit in baby’s first year has been added
 9 Baby immunizations will be covered in private facilities for baby’s first year, limited to R2 500.

For details on how the 4% increase, applied across the income bands, will impact your 2022 contributions, please log on your 
profile on the Momentum website www.momentum.co.za.

Complementary Products:

   HealthSaver 

 9 The HealthSaver account will remain unchanged, allowing you to earn up to 10% interest on your positive HealthSaver 
balance.
 9 Based on a combination of your Healthy Heart Score and Active Dayz or fitness assessment, you pay as little as 0% interest 
on your credit facility.
 9 The annual administration fee has been increased to R40.

   Multiply Enhancements 

Through a combination of enhanced product rewards, increased benefit limits 
and additional partners, Multiply Premier has become more relevant and 
easier to engage with.  Some of the enhancements include:

 9 Online fitness assessments: members will be able to do their 
assessments when and where they choose to, and the online fitness 
assessment will be valid for six months.
 9 The Weekly Wins goals:  will be more dynamic and personalised, with 
the opportunity for members to now earn Monthly Wins if they have 
earned 4 consecutive Weekly Wins, translating the ability to earn a R125 
partner voucher.
 9 New activities have been added to help members earn more points, 
such as getting the COVID-19 vaccine or doing a digital stress score.

http://www.momentum.co.za


Questions to ask when considering if you should change your option:

1. Were your out-of-hospital benefits sufficient to cover your medical expenses this year?
2. Based on your expected day-to-day claim requirements, is there a need to upgrade to a more suitable plan to counter 

these expenses, or could you look at a more cost-effective option?
3. Did you reach your Threshold Benefit as an Extender member?
4. Which plan will cover your chronic medication needs best?im

   HealthReturns 

Through the integration of HealthReturns with Multiply and coupled with the introduction of the new Monthly Wins benefit, 
members will be able to increase their HealthReturns earnings by R2 400 per family per year.   This can be achieved by Multiply 
Premier main members and partners who:

1. achieve the newly introduced Monthly Wins benefit,
2. achieve at least a Level-3 fitness assessment result, and
3. have been fully vaccinated against COVID-19

Members will be able to convert their Monthly Wins into cash, which will be paid into their HealthSaver account. 



Disclaimer
This member communication is a summary of the changes announced by the Medical Scheme and is not a replacement for the official benefit 
brochures and/or Scheme rules when making any decision on retaining or changing your current Scheme plan for the new benefit year.
While all reasonable care has been taken in compiling this communication, we are reliant on information provided by the Medical Scheme and 
other product suppliers. Consequently, we do not accept any liability for any errors or omissions that may have arisen. Please note that Medical 
Scheme changes are also subject to approval by the Council for Medical Schemes prior to implementation. Sasfin Health will keep you informed 
of further information or other changes that we become aware of.

sasfin.com

Your healthcare team
Need help or advice? Our in-house team guarantees you access to a consultant from Monday to Friday during normal working 
hours. Get in touch with us today:

Email:   healthcare@sasfin.com
Telephone:   +27 11 531 9134 | +27 11 809 7714
Office hours:  08h00 - 16h00


